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ABSTRACT

The Center for Analysis of Particle Scattering (CAPS) in the Department of Physics at Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and State University has analyzed basic two-body hadron reactions below 2 GeV

for the last two decades. Reactions studied were nucleon-nucleon, pion-nucle,_a, /(+-nucleon and pion

photoproduction systems. In add;tion to analyses of these systems, a computer graphics system (SAID)

has been developed and disseminated to over 250 research institutions using VAX computers. The

computer-interactive systcm for disseminating information on basic scattering reactions is a}so

accessible to the physics community through TELNET on the VPI&SU physics department VAX.
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manufacturer,or otherwisedoes not necessarilyconstituteor implyits endorsement,recom-
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Nucl.ecn-Nucleon Analyses:

Over the last year, much work has been done with the nucleon-nucleon scattering data base, which

consists at present of about 12,000 p-p scattering data and 7000 n-p scattering data below TLab=1600

MeV. Work has been done through BITNET with Mike McNaughton of LAMPF to "clean-up" the

data base by eliminating redundant data sets, replacing preliminary mea.qurements with final values,

ensuring proper referencing and re-working the polarization data from LAMPF to correct for a

miscalculated beam polarization. This latter effort has affected data accumulated over the last decade

at Los Alamos. We have now completed this effort and have prepared a rough draft of our present

analyses for submission to Physical Review. Mike McNaughton is joining us as a co-author on this

publication and is presently writing a section describing the data-base char.ges.

In May we presented the results of our current analyses 1 to a meeting of "NEANDC Specialists on

i Neutron Cross Section Standards for the Energy Region above 20 MEV" held in Uppsala, Sweden. This
is an international group of individuals doing radiation studies with nucleons who depend for

i calibration of their experiments upon n-p differential cross sections. At lower energies (below 20 MeV)they rely upon a "standard" (ENDF-VI) developed, and periodically revised, by a group at Los Alamos

wi,o do an R-matrix fit to low-energy NN data. They now require a similar standard at higher

i energies and have requested our VPI_SU group to provide one for energies up to 400 MeV. In response

to this request we have developed a fit to elastic NN data below 400 MeV and have created a

i subroutine which precisely duplicates the n-p cross section predictions of this fit; this subroutine will becirculated for use by groups requiring calibration information. We also have done a substantial

I of work determine what should be ascribed to this "standard." It is
amount to appropriate accuracy

ii our belief that, given the present state of experimental data, n-p differential cross sections are reliable

I only at the few-percent level; this is often the limiting factor upon the precision with which theNEANDC group can do _heir studies. This suggests the need for further direct measurements of cross

sections and other observables required to "pin-down" the asymmetries in _,he n-p system.
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Pion-Nucleon Analyses:

Our analyses of pion-nucleon elastic scattering data to 2 GeV have been published 1 this year. This

work covers the majority of nucleon resonance states listed by the Particle Data Group. A

complimentary study of the photon-decay amplitudes for these resonance states is also nearing

completion. (See the pion photoproduction section below for details.) While there is qualitative

agreement with the Karlsruhe-Helsinki and Carnegie-Mellon-Berkeley analyses, one feature of our

analyses has generated considerable controversy, lt is our reduced value of the fundamental pion-

nucleon coupling constant. We have commented on the consequences of this result 2 and have repeated

our determination using the Bugg, Carter and Carter method 3, interior dispersion relations 4 and the

Goldberger-Miyazawa-Oehme su_n rule 5. The sum rule technique gives an essentially model-

independent value for the coupling and also predicts a value below the "canonical" result of Koch and

Pietarinen 6. We have made some preliminary studies of the effect of this result on the pion-nucleon

scattering lengths and sigma term. Work on this topic is continuing.
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K+-Nucleon Analyses:

The analysis of K+-nucleon scattering has now been completed and a preliminary draft of a paper for

publication, based upon the thesis of 3ohn Hyslop 1 has been completed• These analyses are for K+-p

scattering to a laboratory kinetic energy of 2650 MeV and K+-deuteron elastic and inelastic scattering

to a laboratory kinetic energy of 1100 MeV.
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Pion-Photoproduction Analyses-

We have extended our analyses of pion photoproduction to a photon laboratory energy of 1.8 GeV. In

addition, a new experiment 1 has provided us with total cross-section and differential cross-section

measurements near the p_r° threshold. This has allowed us to examine 2 the result 3 of Mazzucato ct al.,

which suggested a possible violation of the low-energy theorem. The results of the analyses to 1.8 GeV

were also used in a re-examination of the Drell-Hearn-Gerasimov sum rule 4.

We have extracted coupling constants for all seventeen resonances found within our energy range. We

have given the resonance amplitudes a rating on a scale of one to three stars, according to their shape

and resonance/background composition. Resonances with a two-star or three-star rating give a

consistent and reliable result for coupling constants. This has been discussed 5 and presented at the

Hadron '91 conference. A further refinement of the analysis result, including a critical examination of

the data base, is underway.

Zhujun Li spent this summer at CEBAF as a SURA/CEBAF fellowship recipient. There she worked

on the modeling of pion electroproduction experiments using a non-relativistic quark model and studied

the possibility of the Roper resonance being a hybrid state 6. Pion photoproduction is her Ph.D. thesis

topic.
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